As the world and the global economy get more interconnected and volatile the risk of dramatic changes in
workforce behavior and patterns also increases. Things like the global outbreak of the Corona virus have already
impacted many organizations, forcing people to work from home, especially if they have been to sensitive areas.
Technical solutions, networks nor capacity for many organizations have never been designed to cope with the
share volume of new users now connecting “outside in” to the organizations it-ecosystem, and that is now
increasing the risk of severe impact on business, operations, production and social services.
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Implementing a scalable solution based on Azure
cloud services provides the organization with all the
digital capabilities needed to reduce traditional
firewall and VPN bottlenecks when the amount of
remote workers increases.
The solution complements any short-term capacity
measures like throttling “non-business critical”
traffic, off-loading traffic from VPN concentrators or
bypassing ordinary internet connections.
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By using Azure cloud services the organization can
provide a secure, temporary and virtual workplace
where users can continue to be productive and
access necessary applications remotely.
The organization can reduce unnecessary CAPEX
in hardware, capacity and software when workforce
patterns and behavior changes rapidly.
The Azure cloud services has built-in single sign on
experience and security and is built as an elastic
service and can scale accordingly.
The Windows Virtual Desktop delivers a secure and
full-blown Windows 10 workplace in the cloud.
The solution is built on existing Azure cloud
services that reduces the time to deploy it and get
users productive.

With our long-term experience and deep technical expertise in bringing advanced and connected experiences to
our customers we will bring unique insights and perspectives into establishing solutions that could offload
traditional bottlenecks and keep the organization productive when workforce behavior and patterns changes.
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Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise.
We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their
transformation as if it were our own.

contact@enfogroup.com
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